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Cybersecurity  
and sovereignty

Andrew Dowse,  
Tony Marceddo  
and Ian Martinus

Abstract
This paper considers the question of whether it is desirable and viable to 
preserve national interests in cyberspace through a focus on sovereign 
capability. Desirability is addressed through an examination of the relevance 
of, and risks associated with, cyberspace. Viability is examined in terms of 
the potential of Australia’s cyber industry and the prospect of protecting 
sovereignty in cyberspace through industry policies such as Defence’s 
Sovereign Industry Capability Priorities.

Introduction
In 2020 and 2021, we are experiencing not only a pandemic but also a significant 
deterioration of our security outlook. Accordingly, in 2020 the Australian 
Government issued a defence strategic update that noted an increased potential 
for high-intensity conflict.1 The update acknowledged national vulnerabilities 
arising from global supply chains and called for greater security, including in the 
sovereign industrial capability supporting Defence.

Cyber risks are prominent in these supply-chain vulnerabilities. Our society, our 
national interests and our military capabilities are dependent on information 
technology. Government has noted that ‘growing, supporting and maturing 

1 Department of Defence (DOD), 2020 Defence Strategic Update, Australian Government, 1 July 2020, p 6. 
https://www.defence.gov.au/strategicupdate-2020/

https://www.defence.gov.au/strategicupdate-2020/
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Australia’s sovereign cybersecurity is now more critical than ever’.2 In this 
context, cybersecurity represents measures to protect the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of information and systems.3

Sovereignty is a term that has a number of connotations but is used primarily in 
relation to Westphalian sovereignty. That is, it is concerned with the protection of 
a state’s ability to exercise power exclusive of interference by external sources.4 
That power typically is related to the territory associated with the state, thus early 
views on the relationship between cybersecurity and sovereignty were focused 
on the diminution of state power due to the borderless nature of the information 
environment.5 Yet cyberspace exists within an environment in which the state 
can exercise sovereignty and offers new ways of conducting statecraft.6

This paper considers the question of whether it is desirable and viable to preserve 
national interests in cyberspace through a focus on sovereign capability. It 
addresses the first part of the question of desirability through an examination of 
the relevance of, and risks associated with, cyberspace. To address viability, we 
review the potential of Australia’s cyber industry and the prospect of protecting 
sovereignty in cyberspace through industry policies.

Cyber relevance
The transformative implications for society of the growing power and reducing 
cost of information and communications technologies (ICT), often referred 
to as the Information Age, has been recognised since the late twentieth 
century.7 Within the defence sector, ICT similarly has been acknowledged as a 
substantial force multiplier for military power.8 As defence forces transformed 

2 Quote attributed to Hon Karen Andrews MP in Shannon Jenkins, ‘Commonwealth needs a less fragmented 
approach to ICT procurement to improve nation’s cyber security, according to new report’, The Mandarin, 
19 August 2020, https://www.themandarin.com.au/137714-commonwealth-needs-a-less-fragmented-
approach-to-ict-procurement-to-improve-nations-cyber-security-according-to-new-report/ 

3 Australian Cyber Security Centre, Cyber security terminology [website], Australian Government – Australian 
Signals Directorate, 2021,  
https://www.cyber.gov.au/acsc/view-all-content/advice/cyber-security-terminology 

4 Stephen D Krasner, ‘Rethinking the sovereign state model’, Review of International Studies, December 
2001, 27: 20. https://www.jstor.org/stable/45299503

5 For a background explanation of the relationship between the information environment and the cyber 
domain, see G Crowther, ‘The cyber domain’, The Cyber Defense Review, Fall 2017, 2(3): 63–78.

6 Sarah Mainwaring, ‘Always in control? Sovereign states in cyberspace’, European Journal of International 
Security, June 2020, 5(2): 215–232, https://doi.org/10.1017/eis.2020.4

7 Thomas A Stewart, ‘Welcome to the revolution’, in David S Alberts and Daniel S Papp (eds), The information 
age: an anthology on its impact and consequences, Command and Control and Cyber Research Portal 
(CCRP), 1997, http://www.dodccrp.org/files/Alberts_Anthology_I.pdf 

8 David S Alberts and Richard E Hayes, Power to the edge: command and control in the information age, 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (OASD), CCRP, 2003,  
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA457861.pdf 

https://www.themandarin.com.au/137714-commonwealth-needs-a-less-fragmented-approach-to-ict-procurement-to-improve-nations-cyber-security-according-to-new-report/
https://www.themandarin.com.au/137714-commonwealth-needs-a-less-fragmented-approach-to-ict-procurement-to-improve-nations-cyber-security-according-to-new-report/
https://doi.org/10.1017/eis.2020.4
http://www.dodccrp.org/files/Alberts_Anthology_I.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA457861.pdf
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their capabilities and doctrine to exploit this ICT advantage, cyberspace was 
recognised a decade ago as a separate domain in which operations and warfare 
may be conducted.9

In the twenty-first century, technology has integrated and enhanced capabilities, 
contained not only within the cyber domain, but also reaching into the physical 
and cognitive domains. Technology advances associated with the fourth industrial 
revolution are increasing the relevance and influence of the cyber domain, with 
cyber-physical systems allowing information systems to control actions in the 
physical world.10 At the same time, the ability to manipulate information and the 
broad adoption of social media mean that cognition is more readily controlled by 
actions in the cyber domain.

The reliance of physical systems and cognition on information systems means 
that information warfare not only impacts cyberspace but has a widespread 
and lasting impact. An advantage in the cyber domain can translate into an 
advantage across all domains.11 This shifts information warfare from an enabling 
component of traditional warfare, with physical activity and kinetic effects having 
primacy, to one in which gaining an information advantage in itself can be 
decisive. Not only can information effects create an advantage in awareness, 
but they can also create military advantage by disabling or misguiding physical 
systems, or by influencing the cognition of warriors and their leaders.12

This potential of cyber, due to its growing connectivity and influence, is further 
enhanced by its ability to achieve objectives at minimum risk and cost. This 
makes cyber operations and the broader concept of information warfare key 
to grey-zone conflict; that is, the conduct of activities below the threshold of 
physical conflict.13 While the grey-zone threat is of considerable relevance in its 
own right, the real danger lies in the prospective conduct of such activities as an 
effective, and arguably increasingly necessary, prelude to physical conflict.

9 Lesley Seebeck, ‘Why the fifth domain is different’, The Strategist, ASPI, 5 September 2019,  
https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/why-the-fifth-domain-is-different. For a definition of cyberspace, see US 
DoD, Department of Defense dictionary of military and associated terms, Joint Publication 1-02, Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, 8 November 2010 (as amended through 15 February 2016), accessed 14 November 2021.  
https://fas.org/irp/doddir/dod/jp1_02.pdf 

10 Klaus Schwab, The fourth industrial revolution, Crown Business, New York, 2017.

11 Dale Lambert is credited with raising the potential for cyber dominance to result in complete control,  
D Lambert, Digital Warrior Mission, unpublished DST presentation, 2019.

12 Andrew Dowse, ‘Scenario planning methodology for future conflict’, The Journal of Indo-Pacific Affairs, 
Spring 2021, 4(2): 18–31.

13 Frank G Hoffman, ‘Examining complex forms of conflict: gray zone and hybrid challenges’, Prism, Institute 
for National Strategic Security, National Defense University, 2018, 7(4). https://www.jstor.org/stable/26542705 

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/why-the-fifth-domain-is-different/2016
https://fas.org/irp/doddir/dod/jp1_02.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26542705
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The Australian Defence Force (ADF) recognised the criticality of cyber with 
the establishment in 2017 of its Information Warfare Division, formed to help 
combat threats to Australia’s national interests in the information environment. 
This initiative together with the broader national measures arising from the 2016 
Cyber Security Strategy would seem to be moving in the right direction; however, 
their adequacy needs to be considered in terms of the risks that the nation faces 
in the information environment.14

Cyber risks
The modern cyber threat landscape is distinguished by an expanding array of 
state and nonstate actors with access to various cyber tools and weapons, used 
for the purposes of collection, criminal financial gain or digital surveillance.15 The 
cyber threat landscape extends from peace to conflict, with traditional concepts 
of demarcation between military and civil affairs being challenged.

Our cyber risks are exacerbated by the confluence of several factors, including 
attribution of actions in cyber-related conflict, our increased information system 
dependence, insecure supply chains, complex system risks and uncertainty, the 
speed of threats and a numerical disadvantage in that our adversaries have more 
comprehensive resources.16 These factors will impact our military capability just 
as much, and arguably more, than the broader national environment. This paper 
addresses each of these factors.

Over the past decade, there has been an evolution in the employment of cyber 
capabilities, with substantial growth in state-sponsored activities.17 State-
sponsored cyberattacks are not confined to conventional notions of legitimate 
military targets, but may target political, economic and social systems. Conversely, 
cybercriminals may target military and national infrastructure. Attribution of 
cyberattacks is an intractable problem that creates uncertainty of roles in cyber 
defence and response.18 Many threats are suspected of being affiliated with or 
sponsored by nation states, thus attacks by nonstate actors may be attributed 

14 For the cybersecurity strategy, see Commonwealth of Australia, Department of the Prime Minister and 
Cabinet, Australia’s Cyber Security Strategy, 2016.  
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/cyber-security-subsite/files/PMC-Cyber-Strategy.pdf. 

15 Public-Private Analytic Exchange Program, Commodification of cyber capabilities: a grand cyber arms 
bazaar, US Department of Homeland Security – Intelligence and Analysis, 2019, https://nsiteam.com/social/
wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf. 

16 J Green, Presentation to Defence Cyber Futures – Technology and Trends webinar, 19 November 2020.

17 See Cyber operations tracker [website], Council on Foreign Relations, https://www.cfr.org/cyber-operations/. 

18 Thomas Rid and Ben Buchanan, ‘Attributing cyber attacks’, Journal of Strategic Studies, 2015, 38: (1-2 ): 
4–37, p  5. https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2014.977382 

https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/cyber-security-subsite/files/PMC-Cyber-Strategy.pdf
https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf
https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/191119-AEP_Commodification-of-Cyber-Capabilities-Paper.pdf
https://www.cfr.org/cyber-operations/
https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2014.977382
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to a state actor,19 and attribution is ultimately a matter of ‘what states make 
of it’.20 Regardless of whether the target is military or civilian, such attribution 
may lead to a legal right to a self-defence response under Article 51 of the UN 
Charter.21

Risk is typically considered as a product of likelihood and consequence. Our 
dependence on the information environment leads to greater consequence of 
an attack, especially with cyber-physical integration increasing the potential for 
physical impact. This prospective impact incentivises threats, thus increasing 
likelihood. Likelihood also is increased by rising threat motivation and capability, 
together with a massive increase in attack surface, due to a combination of 
increased connectivity and technology cycles. In 2017, 49  per  cent of the 
world’s population was connected online and an estimated 8.4 billion connected 
Internet of Things (IoT) devices were in use worldwide. By 2020, this had grown 
to 59 per cent of the world population and 31 billion IoT connected devices.22 
By 2025, it is estimated that 75  billion IoT devices will be connected to the 
Internet.23 The drive for efficiency and productivity is extending connectivity to 
systems such as operational technology (OT), which further increases the attack 
surface and cyber risk.24 This vulnerability is leading to an increased incidence 
of attacks on OT assets that impact critical infrastructure.25

Although the ADF’s digital environment may not involve the same attack surface 
when compared to broader society, it is arguably on a similar trajectory. This 
trajectory includes the increasing vulnerability of cyber-physical systems such 
as OT that support ADF operations. The fact that the benefits of increased 

19 Michael N Schmitt (ed), Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the international law applicable to cyber operations, 2nd 
Edition, Cambridge University Press, 2017, pp 87–100.

20 Rid and Buchanan, ‘Attributing Cyber Attacks’, p 7.

21 Catherine Lotrionte, ‘Reconsidering the consequences for state-sponsored hostile cyber operations under 
international law’, The Cyber Defense Review, Summer 2018, 3(2):73–114, p 90.  
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26491225

22 Joseph Johnson, Global digital population as of October 2020, statista.com, last updated 10 September 
2021. https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digital-population-worldwide 

23 Gilad David Maayan, ‘The IoT rundown for 2020: stats, risk, and solutions’, Security Today, 13 January 
2020,  https://securitytoday.com/articles/2020/01/13/the-iot-rundown-for-2020.aspx. 

24 Operational Technology (OT) are systems used to direct, monitor and/or control enterprise physical devices, 
processes and events, and include Industrial Control Systems.

25 Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), ‘NSA and CISA recommend immediate actions 
to reduce exposure across operational technologies and control systems’, CISA, 23 July 2020, revised 
24 October 2020, https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-205a. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digital-population-worldwide/#:~:text=How many people use the,percent of the global population
  https://securitytoday.com/articles/2020/01/13/the-iot-rundown-for-2020.aspx
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-205a
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connectivity and sophisticated technologies may be seen to outweigh the risks, 
including within Defence, represents a complex cybersecurity challenge.26

A significant source of cyber risk arises from organisations’ inability to control 
security measures adopted by supply-chain partners.27 A global study 
commissioned by CrowdStrike in 2018 found that two-thirds of 1,300 senior 
information technology (IT) decision-makers and IT security professionals, 
including those in Australia, stated that their organisations had experienced 
a software supply-chain attack.28 Supply-chain risks can arise because of 
inadequate quality or support of supply-chain elements, or the malicious insertion 
of unwanted functions to ruin the design, product or the integrity of the supply 
chain. Virus insertion may arise at any stage of the supply chain. The successful 
penetration of 11 Saudi MSPs in 2018 serves as a recent example where firms 
can buy prebuilt code from third parties for complex or widely encountered tasks 
and thereby open themselves to attack.29

With greater complexity and opaqueness of new technologies, supply chains 
will become more vulnerable to disruption, manipulation, and capture by 
governments, criminal organisations and other malicious actors. The public 
sector is especially exposed, because of the value of successful attack and the 
relative ease of access to systems largely purchased through commercial off-
the-shelf procurement. Whether at the hardware or software level, supply-chain 
management and security will need to remain an important priority, especially for 
Defence, with growing concern about supply chains as a source of cyber risk.30

The increasing complexity of our information systems, their supporting supply 
chains and the range of potential threats makes cyber risk management 
correspondingly more complex. Cyber risks include sophisticated attacks that 

26 Camino Cavanagh, ‘New tech, new threats, and new governance challenges: an opportunity to craft smarter 
responses’, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Washington DC, 28 August 2019,  
https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/08/28/new-tech-new-threats-and-new-governance-challenges-
opportunity-to-craft-smarter-responses-pub-79736.

27 Shipra Pandey et al., ‘Cyber security risks in globalized supply chains: conceptual framework’, Journal of 
Global Operations and Strategic Sourcing, 2020,13(1): 3. https://doi.org/10.1108/JGOSS-05-2019-0042

28 Stephen Withers, ‘How Australian firms can defend against supply chain attacks’, Computer Weekly, 10 
June 2020, https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252484430/How-Australian-firms-can-defend-against-
supply-chain-attacks.

29 Danny Palmer, ‘Cybersecurity: new hacking groups target IT companies in first stage of supply chain 
attacks’, ZDNet, 18 September 2019. https://www.zdnet.com/article/cybersecurity-new-hacking-group-
targets-it-companies-in-supply-chain-attack-campaign/. 

30 J Frank, M Davidson and N Morris, Cyber security’s impact on SMEs and the supply chain, South Australia 
Defence Industry Leadership Program, Defence Teaming Centre, 2019. https://dtc.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2020/04/SADILP-2019-Concept-paper-Cyber-Security-Report-FINAL.pdf.

https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/08/28/new-tech-new-threats-and-new-governance-challenges-opportunity-to-craft-smarter-responses-pub-79736
https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/08/28/new-tech-new-threats-and-new-governance-challenges-opportunity-to-craft-smarter-responses-pub-79736
https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/08/28/new-tech-new-threats-and-new-governance-challenges-opportunity-to-craft-smarter-responses-pub-79736
https://doi.org/10.1108/JGOSS-05-2019-0042
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252484430/How-Australian-firms-can-defend-against-supply-chain-attacks
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252484430/How-Australian-firms-can-defend-against-supply-chain-attacks
https://www.zdnet.com/article/cybersecurity-new-hacking-group-targets-it-companies-in-supply-chain-attack-campaign/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/cybersecurity-new-hacking-group-targets-it-companies-in-supply-chain-attack-campaign/
https://dtc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/SADILP-2019-Concept-paper-Cyber-Security-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://dtc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/SADILP-2019-Concept-paper-Cyber-Security-Report-FINAL.pdf
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may disrupt entire countries, industries, businesses and supply chains.31 This 
complexity challenges traditional approaches to risk management in which 
mitigations are designed to reduce risks to an acceptable level. In particular, 
designing mitigations based upon previously experienced incidents exposes the 
system to zero-day attacks, which should be of concern to Defence. Thus, a key 
to managing risk in such uncertainty may be to focus on plausibility of adverse 
events rather than probability.

A characteristic of the cyber environment is that cyberattacks can be conducted 
with speed and efficiency. The 2018 CrowdStrike report identified the importance 
to defenders of breakout times – a key cybersecurity metric which measures the 
speed from an adversary’s initial intrusion into an environment, to when they 
achieve lateral movement across the victim’s network towards their ultimate 
objective.32 The report identified that Russian state-sponsored hackers are now 
able to complete a major systems breach within 19 minutes, with the average 
time for the intrusion to become a significant breakout being four hours and 48 
minutes.

CrowdStrike’s 2020 threat report identified that beyond the states most actively 
engaged in cyberattacks, there are 81 state-sponsored groups. Moreover, the 
report discusses the multiplicity of new tactics, techniques and procedures 
that state-affiliated threat actors are employing to accomplish their goals.33 Of 
concern is the widening variety of goals these highly capable adversaries may 
seek to achieve. Along with the more traditional objectives of espionage and 
surveillance, their potential roles include widespread disruption and discord 
as well as the potential employment of non-kinetic targeting within military 
campaigns. The 2020 Review of the Legal Framework of the National Intelligence 
Community stressed that destructive cyberattacks launched by foreign state-
sponsored actors represent a serious threat to our national security.34

Another worrisome trend has been the emergence of Advanced Persistent 
Threats (APTs). APTs are hacking groups who access systems and maintain a 

31 Paul Rogers, ‘Cyber risks are becoming more complex and challenging’, Intelligent CIO, 3 January 
2020. https://www.intelligentcio.com/africa/2020/01/03/cyber-risks-are-becoming-more-complex-and-
challenging/. 

32 CrowdStrike, 2020 Global Threat Report, CrowdStrike Inc., 2020, p 10.  
https://go.crowdstrike.com/rs/281-OBQ-266/images/Report2020CrowdStrikeGlobalThreatReport.pdf 

33 CrowdStrike, 2020 Global Threat Report, pp 11–14.

34 Dennis Richardson, Comprehensive review of the legal framework of the national intelligence community, 
Australian Government – Attorney-General’s Department, December 2019, section 3.76, p 46.  
https://www.ag.gov.au/system/files/2020-12/volume-1-recommendations-and-executive-summary-
foundations-and-principles-control-coordination-and-cooperation.PDF 

https://www.intelligentcio.com/africa/2020/01/03/cyber-risks-are-becoming-more-complex-and-challenging/
https://www.intelligentcio.com/africa/2020/01/03/cyber-risks-are-becoming-more-complex-and-challenging/
https://go.crowdstrike.com/rs/281-OBQ-266/images/Report2020CrowdStrikeGlobalThreatReport.pdf
https://www.ag.gov.au/system/files/2020-12/volume-1-recommendations-and-executive-summary-foundations-and-principles-control-coordination-and-cooperation.PDF
https://www.ag.gov.au/system/files/2020-12/volume-1-recommendations-and-executive-summary-foundations-and-principles-control-coordination-and-cooperation.PDF
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presence that cannot be stopped through software updates or rebooting.35 The 
Australian Cyber Security Centre reported that APT actors are actively targeting 
Australia’s health sector and medical research facilities.36 Beyond this, there are 
implicit assumptions that the health sector is not the only critical area that is being 
targeted, with defence a likely interest. APT attacks represent a significant threat 
to both the public and private sectors.37 The mass of threat capability and volume 
of attacks creates a substantial challenge for our national cybersecurity effort.

The combined effect of these factors of attribution, information dependence, 
insecure supply chains, complex system risks, the speed of threats and 
numerical disadvantage represents an extraordinary level of risk to our national 
security. The Australian Government acknowledged the significant level of cyber 
risk the nation faces, with a new cybersecurity strategy, released in 2020. The 
strategy positions Australia to meet evolving security threats and will invest $1.67 
billion over the next decade to achieve a vision that includes: defending critical 
infrastructure, cybercrime, protection of government networks, developing 
cybersecurity skills, increased situational awareness and improved sharing of 
threat information.

The implemented and planned cybersecurity strategy measures may help to 
mitigate some of the risks that Australia faces. Yet the parliamentary inquiry 
into the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic heard expert evidence that the 
increased threat of cyberattacks demands a new strategic approach to policy, 
taking better account of the need for sovereign capabilities to improve national 
resilience.38 This advice resulted in an inquiry recommendation that ‘at risk’ 
supply chains for critical national systems be moved to sovereign Australian 
suppliers or, where appropriate, to other trusted, transparent arrangements.39 
However, mitigations against cyber risks are implemented, they will require the 
support of national industry.

35 Hugh Taylor, ‘What are cyber threats and what to do about them’, The Prey Project, 22 January, 2020. 
https://preyproject.com/blog/en/what-are-cyber-threats-how-they-affect-you-what-to-do-about-them/

36 Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC), Advanced persistent threat (apt) actors targeting Australian health 
sector organisations and COVID-19 essential services, ACSC, Australian Government – Australian Signals 
Directorate, first published 8 May 2020.  
https://www.cyber.gov.au/acsc/view-all-content/alerts/advanced-persistent-threat-apt-actors-targeting-
australian-health-sector-organisations-and-covid-19-essential-services 

37 Santiago Quintero-Bonilla. and Angel Del Rey, ‘A new proposal on the advanced persistent threat: a survey’, 
Applied Sciences, June 2020, 10(11): 1–22. https://doi.org/10.3390/app10113874

38 Parliament of Australia, Inquiry into the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for Australia’s foreign 
affairs, defence and trade, Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australian 
Government, December 2020, section 2.58. https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/
Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/FADTandglobalpandemic/Report 

39 Parliament of Australia, Inquiry into the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for Australia’s foreign affairs, 
defence and trade, section 5.80.

https://preyproject.com/blog/en/what-are-cyber-threats-how-they-affect-you-what-to-do-about-them/
https://preyproject.com/blog/en/what-are-cyber-threats-how-they-affect-you-what-to-do-about-them/
https://www.cyber.gov.au/acsc/view-all-content/alerts/advanced-persistent-threat-apt-actors-targeting-australian-health-sector-organisations-and-covid-19-essential-services
https://www.cyber.gov.au/acsc/view-all-content/alerts/advanced-persistent-threat-apt-actors-targeting-australian-health-sector-organisations-and-covid-19-essential-services
https://doi.org/10.3390/app10113874
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/FADTandglobalpandemic/Report
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/FADTandglobalpandemic/Report
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Australia’s cyber industry
The Australian cybersecurity sector has matured significantly over the past five 
years. Yet there is an over-reliance in Australia on the use of non-Australian 
services companies for cybersecurity needs. Two-thirds of Australian cyber 
companies are less than 10 years old and lack the market maturity to compete 
with established global cyber firms.40 In line with global trends, compared 
with hardware and software spending, cybersecurity services consume nearly 
45  per  cent of the protection stack, over 73  per  cent of security operations 
and nearly 80 per cent of underlying processes, including governance, risk and 
compliance.41

In Australia in 2018, external spending on cybersecurity products grew by 
8 per cent to $AUD3.9 billion, compared to 6 per cent growth in 2017.42 Within 
the space of four years, over 50 new cybersecurity companies were created in 
Australia, with over 26,500 workers employed in the sector, which is an increase of 
nearly a third. Of these companies, 43 per cent are exporting globally, generating 
$AUD3 billion from the domestic market and $AUD600 million internationally.43 
In Australia, the cybersecurity sector has witnessed an average growth rate of 
9 per cent per annum from 2016 to 2020.

With substantial growth in the market over the past five years, there is potential 
for the Australian cyber industry to grow further. Australia’s cyber industry is 
reliant upon human capital; thus, expansion of the industry is reliant upon 
increasing the skills pipeline. Since 2018 there has been a dramatic increase 
in cybersecurity training programs across Australia. Australian universities and 
TAFEs have mobilised to address the skills gap, with more than 50 per cent of 
cyber providers surveyed being more confident about the talent pipeline than 
they were five years ago.44

More than 20  Australian universities now offer cybersecurity as a dedicated 
degree or as a major in IT or Computer Science. The shortage at more senior 
levels of the experience curve has been met with the supply of dedicated 

40 Australian Cyber Security Growth Network (AustCyber), Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness 
Plan 2020 update: driving growth and global competitiveness [PDF], Australian Government, November 
2020, p ii. Available from  
https://www.austcyber.com/resource/australias-cyber-security-sector-competitiveness-plan-2020 

41 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan, Australian Government – Department of 
Industry, Science, Energy and Resources, April 2017, pp 18–19. Available from  
https://www.austcyber.com/tools-and-resources/sector-competitiveness-plan-2017 

42 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan 2019 update, Australian Government, 
December 2019, p 4.  
https://www.austcyber.com/resource/australias-cyber-security-sector-competitiveness-plan-2019 

43 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan 2020 Update, p ii. 

44 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan 2020 Update, p 80. 

https://www.austcyber.com/resource/australias-cyber-security-sector-competitiveness-plan-2020
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postgraduate programs. At the vocational and education and training, or VET, 
segment of the market, enrolments increased from less than 500  in 2014 to 
approximately 3,800  in 2019.45 Private training providers have also entered 
the market in greater numbers to offer skill-based qualifications. Although this 
increase in education and training is helping to deliver the current workforce, 
arguably it may need to be expanded further to meet the demands of a growing 
cyber industry.

Although the cybersecurity market is on an upward trajectory, some key 
sectors continue to remain exposed to adverse risk. Defence, in particular, is 
at a medium risk level, fuelled by very high threat levels as well as its regulatory 
environment, which disincentivises companies from entering the defence sector. 
Development of Australia’s competitive edge in products and services such as 
threat intelligence, cloud security and analytics could become areas for defence 
and other critical infrastructure activities such as telecommunications and 
space.46

With government’s recognition of cyber threats,47 the need to protect critical 
infrastructure48 and the implications of COVID-19 on Australia’s resilience,49 
there is likely to be a substantial call on Australian industry to deliver more 
cybersecurity capability. Although Australian industry cannot be expected 
to deliver all cybersecurity, there will be a greater emphasis on sovereign and 
trusted elements of supply chains supporting critical infrastructure.50 Australian 
industry may feature more prominently, depending upon the nature of risks and 
the relative strength of our national cyber industry.

In the examination of supply chains supporting our national cyber environment, it 
is likely that many defence systems will be classified as critical infrastructure and 
even as ‘systems of national significance’. As part of its $270 billion Integrated 
Investment Program, Defence will invest up to $20 billion over the next decade 

45 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan 2020 Update, p 73. 

46 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan 2020 Update, p 46. 

47 Department of Home Affairs, Australia’s Cyber Security Strategy 2020, Australian Government, 
6 August 2020, https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/cyber-security/strategy/
australia%E2%80%99s-cyber-security-strategy-2020 

48 Department of Home Affairs (DHA), Security Legislation Amendment (Critical Infrastructure) Bill 2020 
[website], DHA, last updated 11 December 2020. https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/
national-security/security-coordination/security-legislation-amendment-critical-infrastructure-bill-2020 

49 Parliament of Australia, Inquiry into the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for Australia’s foreign affairs, 
defence and trade. 

50 Parliament of Australia, Inquiry into the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for Australia’s foreign affairs, 
defence and trade, p 81.

https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/cyber-security/strategy/australia%E2%80%99s-cyber-security-strategy-2020
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/cyber-security/strategy/australia%E2%80%99s-cyber-security-strategy-2020
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/national-security/security-coordination/security-legislation-amendment-critical-infrastructure-bill-2020
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/national-security/security-coordination/security-legislation-amendment-critical-infrastructure-bill-2020
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on IT and cyber capabilities.51 Although this will include overseas solutions, 
the growing risk arguments together with the government’s announcement of 
increased Australian industry content in defence acquisitions should be reflected 
in increased local cyber procurements.52

The case for sovereign cyber industry capability primarily is driven by the need 
for resilience of national and defence systems within Australia, but there is a 
secondary, economic argument for fostering Australian cyber industry. In 2020, 
the Western Australia AustCyber Innovation Hub modelled the business risks 
and costs of cyberattacks to small businesses in Western Australia. While the 
model gave a range of outcomes, the conservative figure used to show the value 
of cybersecurity was a 4.7 to 1 return on investment. This figure highlights the 
fact that if any major industry deemed as critical infrastructure were to invest 
in Australian cybersecurity products and services to protect them, they would 
circulate the large majority of $4.70 within Australia for every dollar spent on 
hardware, software and services. The data model could also apply to Defence, 
in that cost avoidance (when an attack does not occur due to strategically 
apportioned spend to critical operations) equates to the preservation of the 
ability to operate, monitor and defeat attempted intrusions and attacks.

The economic argument is prefaced on development of an industry that 
represents value for money, requiring our cyber companies to be competitive 
and able to perform in a global context.53 The exportability of Australian cyber 
offerings is strong, with relatively few barriers in place.54 Yet the global landscape 
of cybersecurity software firms is dominated by more mature industry capabilities 
in the United States (61 per cent) and Israel (18 per cent).55 Notwithstanding the 
strong case for Australian cyber industry to help protect our national infrastructure, 
including our defence systems, support mechanisms may be needed to level the 
playing field dominated for so long by two advanced economies.

Levelling that playing field could be achieved through interventions on the 
supply side of cyber capability through assistance provided to Australian cyber 
companies to develop a skilled workforce and to be competitive in both local 

51 Justin Hendry, ‘Defence IT investment to climb to $20 billion over next decade’, itnews.com.au, 2 July 2020, 
https://www.itnews.com.au/news/defence-it-investment-to-climb-to-20-billion-over-next-decade-549965. 

52 For a discussion on the proposed increase in Australian industry capability, see Charbel Kadib, ‘Government 
commits to Australian industry capability program overhaul’, Defence Connect, 21 September 2020,  
https://www.defenceconnect.com.au/key-enablers/6851-defence-to-overhaul-aic-program. 

53 Department of Defence (DOD), 2016 Defence Industry Policy Statement, Australian Government, 
25 February 2016, p 43.  
https://www.defence.gov.au/WhitePaper/Docs/2016-Defence-Industry-Policy-Statement.pdf 

54 AustCyber, Australia’s Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan 2020 Update, p 44. 

55 AustCyber, Cyber Security Sector Competitiveness Plan, p 16.

https://www.itnews.com.au/news/defence-it-investment-to-climb-to-20-billion-over-next-decade-549965
https://www.defenceconnect.com.au/key-enablers/6851-defence-to-overhaul-aic-program
https://www.defence.gov.au/WhitePaper/Docs/2016-Defence-Industry-Policy-Statement.pdf
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and export markets. The federal government is attempting to stimulate the local 
cybersecurity industry through vehicles such as the research and development 
incentives offered in Defence’s Next Generation Technology Fund. Interventions 
on the demand side include reform of procurement practices that currently favour 
more mature overseas solutions, largely from an acquisition risk perspective. 
Such interventions constitute a shift from a market-based approach to one 
supported by a policy that favours sovereign industry.

Prioritising sovereignty
Sovereignty is a term used regularly in Defence publications and is mentioned 
throughout the 2020 Defence Strategic Update. The 2018 Defence Industrial 
Capability Plan construes sovereignty as the independent ability to employ 
defence capability or force when and where required to produce the desired 
military effect.56 This need for assured support to the military is one that has 
been referred to as operational sovereignty.57

Neither the Defence Industrial Capability Plan’s emphasis on ‘independent’ 
operations, nor the references in most of Australia’s Defence white papers on 
‘self-reliance’ mean that defence capabilities must be produced by Australian 
industry in order to preserve sovereignty. Nevertheless, their recognition of the 
importance of local industry to sovereignty is a continuation of defence policies 
over at least the past quarter of a century.58

The 2009 Defence White Paper introduced the concept of Priority Industry 
Capabilities, or PICs. PICs were defined as ‘those industry capabilities that 
would confer an essential strategic capability advantage by being resident within 
Australia, and which, if not available, would significantly undermine defence self-
reliance and ADF operational capability’.59 The PICs policy met with initial concern 
about the omission of capabilities that were not high profile but were nonetheless 
strategically important.60 A 2015 Parliamentary inquiry found that the PICs were 

56 Department of Defence, 2018 Defence Industrial Capability Plan, Australian Government, p 17.  
https://www1.defence.gov.au/business-industry/capability-plans/defence-industrial-capability-plan 

57 Graeme Dunk, ‘The decline of trust in Australian defence industry’, Australian Defence Magazine, 
10 February 2020,  
https://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/the-decline-of-trust-in-australian-defence-industry. 

58 Discussion of requirements and policies associated with self-reliance have featured in Defence strategic 
reviews and white papers from the late 20th Century, see Paul Dibb, ‘The self-reliant defence of Australia: 
the history of an idea’, in Ron Huisken and Meredith Thatcher (eds), History as policy: framing the debate on 
the future of Australia’s defence policy, ANU Press, 2007. http://doi.org/10.22459/HP.12.2007

59 Department of Defence, Defence White Paper 2009, Australian Government, 2009, p 128.  
https://www.defence.gov.au/whitepaper/2009/ 

60 Leigh Purnell and Mark Thomson, How much information is enough? The disclosure of defence capability 
planning information, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, December 2009, pp 63–64. 
https://www.aspi.org.au/report/how-much-enough-disclosure-defence-capability-planning-information 

https://www1.defence.gov.au/business-industry/capability-plans/defence-industrial-capability-plan
https://www.australiandefence.com.au/news/the-decline-of-trust-in-australian-defence-industry
http://doi.org/10.22459/HP.12.2007
https://www.defence.gov.au/whitepaper/2009/
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confusing and passive, that there was a gap between policy and action, and 
that specific areas of interest were outdated.61 Amongst 11 recommendations 
aimed at improving defence industry policy, the Committee recommended the 
PIC program be discontinued.

In 2016, Defence heralded the Sovereign Industry Capability Assessment 
Framework (SICAF) as the means by which sovereign industrial capabilities 
supporting the ADF would be identified and developed.62 Immediate concerns 
with the new framework included the perceived lack of innovative focus in 
reviewing sovereign capabilities against emerging strategic risks.63

The six criteria used in SICAF to assess capability programs are protection 
of intent, independence of action, interoperability, assurance of supply, skills 
retention and competitive advantage. Once the SICAF process identifies potential 
industry capabilities, they are prioritised against a range of filters, including 
whether they improve readiness, the importance of sovereign control, whether 
they sustain current capability and lead time implications. The 2018 Defence 
Industrial Capability Plan provided greater transparency of the framework and its 
ten specific priorities, with subsequent implementation plans to address how the 
priorities would be supported.

The SICAF criteria and filters do not recognise the broader benefits of a robust 
defence industry, which include not only contribution to sovereignty and security, 
but also the contribution to the economy and other spillover effects.64 Such 
advantages are encompassed within Australian industry capability, which might 
be considered to be a superset of sovereign industry capability, as shown in 
Figure 1.

61 Parliament of Australia, Report: Principles and practice – Australian defence industry and exports, Inquiry 
into government support for Australian defence industry exports, Joint Standing Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, Defence and Trade, 1 December 2015, p 25, p 40, p 42 and p 43.  
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/
Defence_Industry_Exports/Report 

62 Department of Defence, 2016 Defence Industry Policy Statement, p 23. 

63 Graeme Dunk, ‘Defence industry policy 2016 – well-intentioned but conflicted’, Security Challenges, 2016, 
12(1): 145–146.

64 Parliament of Australia, Principles and practice – Australian defence industry and exports, p 12.

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/Defence_Industry_Exports/Report
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/Defence_Industry_Exports/Report
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Figure 1: Sovereign industry capability and Australian industry capability65

Notably, there is no national equivalent to Defence’s SICAF. Whereas Australia’s 
critical infrastructure legislation will result in a review of the risks in cyber supply 
chains supporting critical infrastructure assets, there is no explicit discussion of 
the need for sovereign industry. Future threats require a broader approach to 
national security, including risks to national infrastructure and the economy; this 
should be reflected in government policy about the requirement for sovereign 
industry priorities.

We highlight two additional considerations for sovereign industrial capability. 
First, there is a temporal dimension. Current thinking is that drivers affecting 
industry capability, such as the inability to rely on an overseas supplier of major 
capital equipment, may evolve in slow time. The acquisition-focus of the SICAF 
then puts priority on industries that have a long lead time in establishing, such as 
shipbuilding. The 2020 Defence Strategic Update acknowledged that previous 
assumptions of a ten-year strategic warning of conflict were no longer valid, 
heralding a new era in which conflict may arise at short notice and may involve 
periods of high-intensity warfare.66

Attention in the SICAF thus needs to embrace the prospect of short notice 
and high-intensity conflict, which may affect the industry capabilities needed 

65 South Australian Government, Submission 66 to the Inquiry into the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, 2020, p 5.  
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Foreign_Affairs_Defence_and_Trade/
FADTandglobalpandemic/Submissions 

66 Department of Defence, 2020 Defence Strategic Update, p 14.
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to sustain ADF capabilities. Implications include protection against short notice 
threats, as well as the capacity to rapidly ramp up delivery of systems to mitigate 
the effects of attrition. Given the likely prelude of information warfare ahead of 
conflict, a focus on cybersecurity may help the ADF meet the SICAF priority of 
high readiness.

A second consideration is trust. With the sophistication of modern information 
systems in almost every ADF capability, which in future will include machine 
learning and artificial intelligence, Australia’s ability to verify system behaviour is 
limited. The consequent cyber risks have been characterised as the ADF being 
taken out of any meaningful fight before they even get to it.67 Our sovereign 
industry capability therefore must, if not providing all such technologies (which 
would be a task that would be out of reach), at least deliver and support trust 
mechanisms to mitigate against adverse cyber events. Such a requirement 
aligns with the SICAF priority of sovereign control to assure availability. With 
a focus on systems that facilitate trust, should cybersecurity be a sovereign 
industry capability priority for the ADF?

Should cybersecurity be a priority?
Defence needs to, and will, invest in cybersecurity through the 2020 Force 
Structure Plan. Some Defence investments are in projects explicitly dedicated 
to cybersecurity, such as Joint Project 9131 Defensive Cyberspace Operations. 
However, with the integration and digitisation of the ADF, there are cyber aspects 
of many other projects that make the true investment in cyber far more significant. 
In all of these investments, the dual nature of cyber, to enable but also disable 
operations, means that they are critical to the ability to independently employ 
capability to produce the desired military effect.

The ADF’s increasing level of dependency on information systems and the 
influence of those systems in the physical and cognitive domains represents 
a source of value. It also represents a vulnerability that will be targeted. This 
vulnerability is at the centre of any independent ability to employ ADF capability 
when and where required to produce the desired military effect. With Defence 
reliant upon industry to provide solutions and services to help protect cyber 
vulnerabilities, cybersecurity is a logical choice as a sovereign industry capability 
priority.

Given the previously described SICAF process, all the Defence capability 
programs (including those in the Information and Cyber capability stream) 

67 Marcus Thompson, Information Warfare – a new age? Speech to Military Communications and Information 
Systems Conference (ILCIS), Canberra, 15 November 2018.  
https://defence.gov.au/JCG/docs/MILCIS2018-HIW-Transcript.pdf 
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should have been considered to identify essential industry capabilities. Yet, 
it would appear that cybersecurity was not identified as essential. Two of the 
original Sovereign Industrial Capability Priorities (SICPs) addressed cyber: 
advanced signal processing, and surveillance and intelligence. These two SICPs 
are depicted respectively as the tactical and strategic aspects of information 
integration, fusion and exploitation. The Advanced Signal Processing SICP 
explicitly mentions cyber, although it is in the context of only aspects of cyber 
that support tactical signal processing, such as management of platform cyber 
signatures. Otherwise, these SICPs only address cybersecurity in terms of the 
importance of cyber safeguards within industry and recognition of cybersecurity 
as an adjacent sector.

The focus on the analysis and manipulation of signals appears to be the legacy 
of early sovereign industry thinking, which featured concerns about electronic 
warfare threat data, the Echidna program and the local development of the 
ALR-2002 radar warning receiver. Such exploitation of information remains an 
important part of the ADF’s need for a decision-making advantage. However, 
protection of the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the information sys-
tems is also important. The pursuit of functionality without attention to assurance 
does not reflect the risks to ADF capability in the cyber domain.

It could be inferred from this omission that Defence did not perceive cyber to 
be a substantial risk or operationally critical; or recognised the risk but expects 
that it will be mitigated by the adjacent cybersecurity sector; or does not see 
local industry as relevant to risk mitigation. The first alternative is unlikely, as 
Defence has acknowledged concerns in multiple forums about the potential for 
cyberattacks on its operational capabilities. The second is also not a significant 
factor: whereas some national initiatives that arise out of the 2020 Cyber Security 
Strategy and critical infrastructure legislation may address the threat and help 
develop resilience, in general they require respective agencies and businesses 
to do more to protect their own systems.

So, was there a belief within Defence that possessing Australian skills, tech-
nology, intellectual property and infrastructure is not critical to the mitigation of 
cyber risks? There have been examples in the past where international supply 
chains have been chosen due to the perception that such suppliers represent 
less risk. This has led to a criticism that Australian-controlled companies are not 
trusted to provide the capabilities upon which operational advantage relies.68 
However, if an Australian supplier is given the opportunity to demonstrate it can 
deliver a solution or service, there is no logical reason to consider it fundamentally 

68 Dunk, ‘The decline of trust in Australian defence industry’.
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riskier than an overseas supplier.69 Indeed, from an ongoing supply chain 
and sovereignty perspective, as opposed to an acquisition perspective, local 
suppliers should be less risky in support of ADF operations. For example, an 
Australian supplier may be less likely to feature security ‘back doors’ in their 
software.70

Defence’s policies in cybersecurity sovereignty will shape our future security and 
resilience. Given the recent adversarial relationship with the Chinese Government, 
which sponsors substantial APT activity,71 it may be informative to consider the 
asymmetry of our policies. Whilst the Chinese Government is establishing a 
range of cyber access opportunities through its Digital Silk Road program72, 
it maintains a closed approach to protect its own environment through ‘cyber 
sovereignty’.73 Such an offset may represent a significant starting disadvantage 
for the ADF.

Other nations’ militaries are starting to realise the vulnerability of their 
cybersecurity, with the UK MOD recognising gaps lower in the supply chains and 
the US recognising gaps in unclassified environments.74 NATO also has identified 
cybersecurity as a risk and is addressing its supply chains in conjunction with 
other initiatives.75 Like the current Australian SICAF, the focus of such supply-
chain security efforts appears to be on the cyber readiness of defence industry, 
rather than on how the supply-chain risk may be manifested in defence assets. 
The US DoD, for example, places a lot of emphasis on the Cybersecurity Maturity 
Model Certification as a standard by which defence industry is measured.76 
However, such measures by Defence to help industry to raise their standards 
need to be complemented by efforts in which industry helps lift Defence’s  
cyber resilience.

69 Brent Clark, ‘Op-ed: The use of risk to distort supply chains’, Defence Connect, 3 September 2020,  
https://www.defenceconnect.com.au/key-enablers/6758-op-ed-the-use-of-risk-to-distort-supply-chains. 

70 Ben Packham, ‘Army may have to fight next war with pencils and paper’, The Australian, 11 May 2021.

71 See CrowdStrike, Meet the threat actors: list of APTs and adversary groups [website], CrowdStrike Inc., 
2019, https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/meet-the-adversaries/. 

72 Robert Greene and Paul Triolo, Will China control the global internet via its digital silk road? Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, 8 May 2020, https://carnegieendowment.org/2020/05/08/will-china-
control-global-internet-via-its-digital-silk-road-pub-81857. 

73 Niels Nagelhus Schia and Lars Gjesvik, China’s cyber sovereignty, Policy Brief [2/2017], Norwegian Institute 
of International Affairs, 1 January 2017. https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep07952 

74 Trevor Taylor and Rebecca Lucas, ‘Management of cyber security in defence supply chains’, RUSI 
Newsbrief, 24 April 2020, 40(3): 2–3. 

75 Robert K Ackerman, ‘NATO expands cybersecurity activities’, The Cyber Edge, AFCEA, 1 May 2020. 
https://www.afcea.org/content/nato-expands-cybersecurity-activities 

76 John Keller, ‘Pentagon to issue cyber security standards to provide trusted computing for military supply 
chain’, Military and Aerospace Electronics, 31 January 2020. https://www.militaryaerospace.com/trusted-
computing/article/14092854/cyber-security-supply-chain-trusted-computing 
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The situation with respect to cybersecurity and sovereignty in Australia may be 
about to change, at least in relation to Defence. In August 2021, the Minister 
for Defence Industry, the Hon Melissa Price MP, announced the addition of four 
additional priorities to complement the ten original SICPs of the 2018 Defence 
Industrial Capability Plan.77 One of these priorities is Information Warfare and 
Cyber Capabilities, defined as requiring ‘Australian industry to have the ability 
to design, develop and maintain capabilities, suitable for dominance in, and 
resilience to information warfare and the deterring and responding to potential 
threats’.78 While at time of writing, details of this additional SICP are not available, 
they are likely to be contained within the associated implementation plan to be 
published in due course.

The addition of the four additional SICPs reflects Defence’s commitment to 
reviewing its SICPs annually to ensure the priorities align with technological 
developments as well as the critical requirements of the ADF into the future.79 In 
the future such reviews Defence’s should consider three key factors.

First, essential industrial capabilities should be in the context of future scenarios, 
considering emergent technology trends and risks. Doing so would put more 
emphasis on areas such as cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, quantum 
computing and space.80 In future conflict, support to these elements of defence 
capability will be pivotal to operational sovereignty. For Australian industry to be 
positioned to provide such support in the future, they need to be priorities now.

Second, reviews should consider risk not only in terms of the delivery of 
functionality of capability programs, but their assurance. The cyber domain, like 
other domains, is contested and therefore greater attention to the risk of adverse 
acts is needed to give balance to the required operational sovereignty.

77 Melissa Price MP, Morrison government supporting Australia’ sovereign defence industrial capabilities [media 
release], Australian Government, 26 August 2021. https://www.minister.defence.gov.au/minister/melissa-
price/media-releases/morrison-government-supporting-australia-sovereign-defence 

78 Centre for Defence Industry Capability (CDIC), ‘Four new Sovereign Industrial Capability Priorities 
announced’, business.gov.au, Australian Government, 7 September 2021. https://business.gov.au/cdic/
news-for-defence-industry/four-new-sovereign-industrial-capability-priorities-announced 

79 Department of Defence, 2018 Defence Industrial Capability Plan, p 20.

80 Noting that space is one of the four additional SICPs announced on 26 August 2021.
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Third, more attention is needed on how the SICPs are implemented. Although 
the government’s funding for industry initiatives is significant, their effectiveness 
will continue to be constrained by systemic issues in which acquisitions are  
controlled by foreign primary contractors.81 This situation may only be rectified 
by stronger coupling between the SICPs and proposed Australian industry 
capability reforms in Defence procurement processes.82

Conclusion
Information Technology has emerged as a dominant capability in the military as 
in broader society. Technology development is transforming systems and the 
character of modern conflict, to the extent that superiority in the cyber domain 
will translate to broader success. Conversely, surprise in the same domain may 
result in failure. When considering the risks to the ADF’s ability to independently 
employ force, cybersecurity should be central.

Our analysis indicates that a greater focus on sovereign cybersecurity capabilities 
would help mitigate risks and is viable. At both the national level and in Defence, 
there is recognition that increasing risk may justify greater sovereign control over 
supply chains associated with cyberspace. At the national level, the government 
has initiated a process to assess risk in critical infrastructure, with a likely 
increased use of sovereign and trusted supply chains.

Following Defence’s emphasis on cyber and sovereign industry as priorities in 
the 2020 Defence Strategic Update, cyber has been added to its sovereign 
industrial capability plans, although an implementation is yet to be developed. 
Based on our analysis, we assess that through implementation of the new SICP, 
exploitation of a growing national cybersecurity industry would help increase 
trust and responsiveness in the face of the growing threats to ADF capability.83

81 Tyson Sara, ‘Filling the hollow middle in Australia’s defence industry’, The Strategist, ASPI, 6 November 
2020. https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/filling-the-hollow-middle-in-australias-defence-industry/ 

82 Linda Reynolds MP and Melissa Price MP, Strengthening how Defence does business with Australian 
industry [joint media release], Department of Defence and Department of Defence Industry, 18 September 
2020. https://www.minister.defence.gov.au/minister/lreynolds/media-releases/strengthening-how-defence-
does-business-australian-industry 

83 The Edith Curtin University received associated funding through a Defence grant to produce research that 
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